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ABSTRACT
In﻿this﻿work,﻿the﻿authors﻿propose﻿several﻿techniques﻿for﻿accelerating﻿a﻿modern﻿action﻿recognition﻿
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1. INTRoDUCTIoN












•﻿ Machine learning approaches.﻿More﻿modern﻿methods﻿use﻿optical﻿flow﻿(Efros﻿et﻿al.,﻿2003)﻿to﻿
obtain﻿temporal﻿features﻿over﻿the﻿sequences,﻿in﻿addition﻿to﻿using﻿automatic﻿learning﻿algorithms﻿
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Online﻿ Inverse﻿Reinforcement﻿Learning﻿ (Rhinehart﻿ and﻿Kitani,﻿ 2017)﻿ is﻿ a﻿novel﻿method﻿ for﻿
predicting﻿ future﻿ behaviors﻿ by﻿modeling﻿ the﻿ interactions﻿ between﻿ the﻿ subject,﻿ objects,﻿ and﻿ their﻿
environment,﻿ through﻿ a﻿ first-person﻿mounted﻿ camera.﻿The﻿ system﻿makes﻿ use﻿ of﻿ online﻿ inverse﻿
reinforcement﻿learning.﻿Thus,﻿making﻿it﻿possible﻿to﻿continually﻿discover﻿new﻿long-term﻿goals﻿and﻿
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Figure 1. Representation of TSN framework. First a snippet is extracted from each of a fixed number of segments that equally divide 
the video, Then, features such as optical flow or RGB-diff (top and bottom images of the second process column) are extracted. 
After passing through the corresponding stream, an aggregation function joins the individual snippet class probabilities. Then, 
softmax is applied for obtaining the final video action class.
Figure 2. Storage comparison between frames and video formats for the UCF101 dataset
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2.3. Hidden Two-Stream Convolutional Networks for Action Recognition
Another﻿side﻿for﻿approaching﻿the﻿question﻿of﻿real-time﻿action﻿recognition﻿can﻿be﻿found﻿in﻿(Zhu,﻿Y﻿et﻿al,﻿
2017),﻿where﻿the﻿use﻿of﻿a﻿convolutional﻿network﻿for﻿automatically﻿compute﻿optical﻿flow﻿is﻿presented.









Figure 3. Average loading time (milliseconds) that 32-Floating Point PyTorch tensors take to be available in the GPU. The experiment 
was run on an NVIDIA V100 GPU over one epoch with batches of size 8. Figure extracted from (Casper, Barker and Catanzaro, 2018).
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contain﻿different﻿ lighting﻿configurations,﻿ image﻿quality﻿degradation,﻿cluttering,﻿movement﻿of﻿ the﻿
camera,﻿and﻿occluded﻿scenes.
In﻿regard﻿to﻿the﻿size﻿of﻿the﻿dataset,﻿13320﻿videos﻿are﻿divided﻿into﻿101﻿classes﻿that﻿cover﻿five﻿
action﻿ groups:﻿Human-Human﻿ Interaction,﻿ Sports,﻿ Playing﻿Musical﻿ Instruments,﻿Human-Object﻿
Interaction,﻿ and﻿Body-Motion﻿only.﻿The﻿ actions﻿ contained﻿ in﻿ the﻿ first﻿ and﻿ fourth﻿ groups﻿ can﻿be﻿
observed﻿in﻿Figure﻿42.
Furthermore,﻿ this﻿dataset﻿marked﻿a﻿milestone﻿in﻿what﻿ large﻿scale﻿action﻿recognition﻿datasets﻿
refers.﻿ It﻿made﻿possible﻿ to﻿establish﻿a﻿well-known﻿starting﻿ testbed﻿ to﻿be﻿ improved﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿ for﻿





3.2. GPU Video Decoding experiments













Figure 4. Classes for the Human-Object Interaction (blue) and Body-Motion Only (red) action groups from the UCF101 dataset. 
Figure extracted from (Soomro, Zamir and Shah, 2012).
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Now,﻿we﻿should﻿pay﻿attention﻿ to﻿knowing﻿which﻿ the﻿current﻿ time﻿speedup﻿ is﻿we﻿can﻿obtain﻿







Figure 5. Original frame (left) and NVVL obtained frame (right). The frames pertain to a sample of the diving class in the ucf101 
dataset.
Figure 6. Heat map of above frames, the lighter the color, the closer to the original frame each pixel is
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Figure 7. Mean loading time in seconds of each number of frames executed (blue). Trend line of from the obtained data (red). Y 
axis represents the loading time in seconds, while the X axis shows the number of frames used.
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Figure 8. Representation of how keyframes can be evenly inserted into a video stream
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Figure 9. Training curves for 40 epochs, 60 iterations per epoch
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•﻿ Apply Eye Makeup﻿is﻿confounded﻿15%﻿of﻿the﻿times﻿with﻿Apply﻿Lipstick,﻿since﻿both﻿use﻿some﻿
kind﻿of﻿hand﻿stick﻿and﻿cover﻿zones﻿of﻿the﻿face﻿vertically﻿near﻿between﻿each﻿other,﻿is﻿logic﻿to﻿think﻿
that﻿they﻿are﻿more﻿difficult﻿to﻿differentiate.
•﻿ Apply Eye Makeup﻿and﻿Shaving Beard﻿follow﻿a﻿similar﻿error﻿pattern,﻿since﻿in﻿both﻿actions﻿there﻿
is﻿hand﻿movement﻿over﻿the﻿zone﻿of﻿the﻿mouth﻿and﻿arm﻿movement﻿around﻿the﻿whole﻿face.
In﻿other﻿cases,﻿the﻿contrary﻿can﻿happen,﻿when﻿the﻿action﻿is﻿easily﻿differentiable﻿from﻿others,﻿this﻿
mostly﻿happens﻿with﻿two﻿actions,﻿Mopping the floor﻿which﻿usually﻿happens﻿in﻿a﻿room,﻿and﻿Cutting 
in kitchen﻿where﻿the﻿camera﻿focuses﻿on﻿the﻿knife﻿and﻿the﻿cutting﻿table﻿area﻿(Figure﻿13).
Figure 10. Validation curves for 40 epochs, 60 iterations per epoch
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Figure 11. Effects of batch sizes when training
Figure 12. Confusion matrices for the proposed dataset
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Figure 13. Class labels and network predictions: First line is correct label, second line is the predicted one, green if correct or 
red if not
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